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I. Introduction
With the rapid development of wireless access
technologies and mobile terminals (e.g. tablet,
smartphone), end users are able to enjoy abundant
applications with heavy workload on mobile platforms
from anywhere at anytime. However, due to limited
terminal size and portable requirement, mobile devices
are difficult to provide sufficient computation and
battery capacity, hence making the Quality of
Experience (QoE) of mobile platform applications hard
to guarantee [1].
Among the different sorts of heavy-workload
applications, media streaming is a representative one
[2]. Since media content needs to be transmitted,
decoded and played on mobile devices, the energy of
both wireless network interface, processor and screen
is cost during the entire process. Recent literature has
shown that transmission costs up to 50% of total
energy on average [3, 4]. In the literature, media
content encoding/decoding [5, 6] or traffic shaping [7,
8] are usually employed to reduce transmission energy
cost. The former one needs to modify the media
encoding/decoding pattern to reduce the amount of
transmission or change the traffic pattern in a more
energy-efficient way, while the latter one is transparent
to both source and destination and is more flexible to
multiple video/audio encoding/decoding formats.
In the last one decade, 4G LTE standardized by 3GPP
[9] has witnessed a rapid development. With the
advantages as high speed, wide coverage range, etc., it
has attracted an increasing number of researchers to
devote themselves to it. However, recent literature has
shown that both 3G and 4G LTE are not adapt for
media
streaming
transmission
from
energy
consumption perspective [10, 11]. The power control
mechanisms of 3G (RRC) and 4G (DRX/DTX) both
have their inherent limitations that make the wastage of
energy even more severe. For instance, the
inappropriate setting of the inactivity timer could
increase tail energy cost by nearly 60% percentage in
3G network [12]. Moreover, real-environment
experiments have shown that the signal strength of
cellular radio can also significantly influence the unit
transmission energy cost per bit. According to
Bartender [13], when the signal is weak, the energy
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Figure 1. System Architecture
consumed per bit is as much as 6x higher than when it
is strong. Therefore, the traffic scheduling objective is
to make transmission happens during superior network
condition and to avoid too many tail states.
In this paper, we consider energy efficient design of
media streaming applications in mobile cellular
networks. Particularly, since the energy saving in our
solution is achieved by traffic scheduling, to ensure
sufficient schedulable time interval, on demand video
streaming is considered as the objective application
since the server possesses the entire media content at
the beginning of the scheduling process. We employ
proxy-based traffic shaping in our solution to avoid
transmission during high energy-consuming radio state
and to reduce unnecessary occurrence of tail energy
state. To ensure high quality of experience (QoE) of
streaming user, we propose a deadline-based strategy.
However, since the performance is based on accurate
signal strength prediction and it may cause too many
tail states, we further employ Lyapunov Optimization
as a tool to solve multi-client traffic scheduling
problem to achieve the objective of minimizing total
energy cost and guaranteeing users’ QoE
simultaneously. Simulation result has shown that our
scheme can achieve a feasible tradeoff between the
QoE of media streaming applications and the energy
saving of mobile clients.
II. System Architecture
In this section, we intend to illustrate the basic idea of
our scheduling mechanism: traffic shaping by proxy
between media streaming server and client to make
transmission happens during superior network
condition; and control the number of bursts to avoid
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interrupted. If traffic shaping is enabled, the
transmission from 20s to 100s is deferred to avoid badsignal period, two tail states are incurred. If the energy
cost by one additional tail state is lower than the energy
wasted by transmitting during bad-signal period and
the QoE can be guaranteed throughout the entire
process, traffic shaping obtains positive profit.
Furthermore, if the user is extremely power hungry, the
energy saving can be achieved even more under
sacrificing a portion of QoE.
Figure 2. An example of traffic shaping
too much energy wasted by tail state. Figure 1
illustrates our basic system architecture. It mainly
consists of a Load Balancer (LB), several Local
Proxies (LPs) and client-side proxy (CP) locating on
each mobile client.
Local proxy locates behind each base station
(BTS)/Node B and is responsible for shaping the
streaming traffic directed to each client within the
coverage area of the BTS according to the signal
strength of each client. Therefore, client-side proxy
should transmit its signal strength variation to the local
proxy hence the proxy can make scheduling decision in
a more energy-efficient way. Since caching streaming
data on local proxy may cause congestion from
network operator perspective, a load balancer is
involved in mobile backbone network to dynamically
schedule traffic among different BTSs.
While deferring traffic to avoid bad-signal periods is a
simple idea, it has many potential problems. First,
media streaming is delay-sensitive, how to ensure
user’s quality of experience during the entire
scheduling process is a problem. Second, after traffic
shaping, the original continuous traffic may be broken
into several traffic bursts, which may cause more time
of cellular radio spent on tail state. Third, consider
multiple clients locating within the coverage area of
one base station and require media content
simultaneously, the signal strength based scheduling
may lead to traffic distribution imbalance on base
station hence the channel resource is not sufficiently
utilized. In this paper, we intend to design a longterm
online optimization to achieve high QoE and low
energy consumption and make the system stable.
Figure 2 provides a simple example of our traffic
shaping mechanism. The sub-figure on the top is the
signal strength variation from 0s to 180s. Without
traffic shaping, the entire transmission may perform
like the figure in the middle. Since signal strength also
has an impact on throughput, the variation trend of
throughput is consistent with that of signal strength.
There is only one tail state since the transmission is not
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III. Solution Analysis
During the entire transmission process on local proxy,
the cached media content cannot be infinitely delayed
since otherwise the user-side playback may be stuttered.
If the video/audio playback rate is obtained by local
proxy, the deadline of each data packet can be
predicted by the proxy. We define the schedulable time
duration of a data packet to be the time from entering
local proxy to the deadline. Therefore, a simple
strategy would be to choose the time slot within the
schedulable time duration in which the signal strength
is better. However, this strategy may need to predict
the signal strength in the near future, the effect highly
relies on the accuracy of the prediction. Moreover, it
does not consider the overhead brought in by additional
tail states (since one continuous flow is broken into
multiple bursts). In the literature, there are several
related work following this prediction-based strategy
[13, 14]. Since the strategy is not practical and has
many disadvantages, we try to propose an online traffic
scheduling mechanism that only relies on current state
information.
Assume there are N (1, 2, ..., N) mobile clients located
within the coverage area of one BTS. To model the
transmission process of client i, we denote the amount
of data on the local proxy to be transmitted to client i at
the moment t to be Qi(t), the amount of data belonging
to client i that arrives proxy at the moment t to be Ai(t).
Since the throughput and signal strength vary with time,
we denote the throughput at the moment t to be wi(t),
the transmission energy cost per bit to be Pi(t).
Therefore, the decision should be made to determine
whether transmitting data to client i at time slot t or not.
Define a decision parameter i(t) to be,

1

transmit Q i(t )

0

idle

i  

(1)

Therefore, we can define the amount of data that leaves
local proxy and prepares to transmit to client i to be bi(t)
= i(t)wi(t), Where  is the duration of one time slot.
Hence, the energy cost of client i at time slot t can be
denoted by Ei(t)= i(t)( Pi(t) + Ptailtinterval), where Ptail
is the average tail power and tinterval(0, Ttail) is the
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duration of the tail state. Note that we both consider the
transmission energy and tail energy cost.

set to 0.7W. The duration of each time slot  is 100ms
and data packet size is 100bits.

As a result, the average energy cost of the N clients
over a long time duration can be depicted as follows,

E  lim sup
T 

1 T 1 N
  Ei (t )
T t 0 i 1

(2)

To depict the requirement of user’s QoE, the average
queue length Q(t) of the N clients throughout a long
time duration should be stable,

Q  lim sup
T 

1 T 1 N
  Qi (t )  
T t 0 i 1

(3)

Having the equations above, our energy-QoE tradeoff
problem can be formulated by:
(4)
min E s.t. Q  
To achieve system stability in the long run, we employ
Lyapunov optimization in control theory to address the
problem formulated by Eq.4. We first define a
Lyapunov function L(Q(t )) 

1 N 2
 Qi (t ) to depict
2 i 1

the congestion level of the queue. The larger the L
function is, the more the clients will be suffered from
congestion. To keep the system stable, we involve
Lyapunov drift (Q(t)) to depict the difference of the L
functions between two adjacent time slots,
(5)
 (Q(t ))  L(Q(t  1))  L(Q(t ))
Therefore, we can minimize the following equation to
tradeoff between delay and energy,
(6)
 (Q(t ))  VE (t )
Where V is a non-negative weight that is chosen as
desired to affect an energy-delay tradeoff. The more
the V is, the more the energy saving effect will be and
vice versa.
By bounding the upper-bound of Eq.6, it can be
derived that we can minimize the following simplified
equation to minimize the upper-bound of Eq.6,
N
(7)
VE (t )   Qi (t )bi (t )
i 1

As a result, the traffic scheduling algorithm can be
easily designed based on the analysis above. At every
time slot t, choose an appropriate decision vector (t)
= {1(t), 2(t), ..., N(t)} to minimize Eq.7. At the next
time slot t+1, update Qi(t+1)= Qi(t)+ Ai(t)- bi(t) based
on the decision made before. The QoE and energy
saving can be simultaneously well-guaranteed since
Lyapunov optimization has provided such good
characteristics.
IV. Simulation
In this section, we evaluate our scheme on C++
platform. The throughput at the beginning of each time
slot follows a uniform distribution on [0, 200bps]. The
number of users is N = 20. The average tail power is
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Figure 3. The influence of tradeoff parameter V

Figure 3 illustrates the variation of the time-averaged
queue backlog and the average energy consumption
with the change of tradeoff parameter V. We can see
from the figure that the average energy consumption
falls quickly at the beginning and then tends to
decrease slowly while the time-averaged queue
backlog grows linearly with V. It verifies our
theoretical analysis that the parameter V can
significantly influence the tradeoff between energy
saving and QoE of media streaming application.
V. Conclusion
Mobile streaming service has become increasingly
popular on mobile handset platforms in the last one
decade. However, a large amount of energy is wasted
during media content transmission due to the inherent
limitations of power control mechanisms of cellular
radio. This paper introduces an energy-aware traffic
shaping mechanism that saves media streaming energy
consumption by re-scheduling traffic to avoid
transmission during bad network condition and to
decrease tail energy wastage. To achieve loadbalancing from network operator perspective, we
develop a network-wide long-term optimization
mechanism in an online fashion to avoid rush hour on
BTS/node B in cellular networks. Simulation results
have approved that our approach is able to achieve a
feasible tradeoff between the QoE of media streaming
applications and the energy saving of mobile clients.
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